Society of Petroleum Engineers
Application for Outstanding Section Young
Professional (YP) Committee
The Outstanding Section YP Committee application is not intended to be a duplication of the
items indicated in the section annual report or a list of all activities that the YP committee has
completed. Instead, list the most prominent event or initiative in each category, emphasizing those
programs, events, or circumstances that were new or changed during the past year. The selection
committee will contact you if additional information is needed.
To be considered for this award, the section YP committee chairperson must
1. Fill out this form by typing into the fields. Your responses are limited in length to 1000 characters
per question.
2. Send the form to the section chair for submission with the section’s annual report by 1 June.
Section Name:

London SPE-YP

Year the YP Committee started:

2003

Current number of YP members in the section: 697
Number of events organized for the year by the YP Committee: 13
1. How does your YP Committee promote technical excellence? Provide the best example.
The YP committee hosted its first full day technical seminar 'Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) - Are we Ready Yet?' and formed the
inaugural event of the newly formed technical alliance 'SPE YP European Technical Series' formed jointly between YP Committees
from Oslo, Aberdeen and the Netherlands. The YP Committees decided to come together to try to send a stronger technical message
to not just their own respective communities but also to the broader European community that they are doing more to provide a higher
quality technical proposition for their members. The event, hosted at the Geological Society in London attracted eighty delegates (a
broad cross-section from students to experienced professionals) from a broad cross-section of the CCS industry, not just SPE's
traditional membership pool: 'E&P'. The Initiative formed a Joint Technical Committee to resource high quality speakers for the event,
and this resulted in SPE YP Netherlands sourcing the VP CO2 Policy from Shell International, SPE YP London sourcing the President
of Carbon Services from Schlumberger and the VP of Technology from MSI Kenny. SPE YP Oslo sent two delegates to attend the
event, one of which (Gøril Tjetland, SPE Oslo-YP Chair) spoke about the social impact of CCS. In addition to three corporate level
speakers, SPE London-YP also managed to attract international YP speakers from Greece, Germany and the UK. SPE London-YP
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sponsored by BG Group. The event was set to run in a technical seminar format, and allowed each speaker an opportunity to speak
and take questions on their chosen topic followed by an opportunity for Q&A. The event which was also endorsed by the Carbon
The committee has grown from 570 members at the beginning of 2010 to 697 members in the present. To leverage the visibility of our
Capture and Storage Association, attracted eighty delegates and of those delegates who attended, 50% were sampled for feedback
events to non-SPE members we have created social media groups in Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn with a total of 508 members
afterwards on how they found the event in terms of technical pitch and content on a scale of 1(poor) to 5 (outstanding) - the overall
across the groups. At the same time we actively promote our activities and achievements through SPE review magazine, website and
feedback scores were 4.25 and 4.26 respectively: an excellent start to the initiative and an excellent opportunity for SPE London-YP to
social media attracting more YPs, demonstrating the value of our activities to existing and potential new members.
share lessons learned and share successes with the broader SPE-YP community and with the SPE London Board.

The committee have organized 2 successful networking events, both in central London locations, where we have the opportunity to
meet current members and explain non members the advantages of the SPE membership.
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3. Did your YP committee organize any soft skills events? Yes
If yes, please describe the most successful one.
During 2011 the committee focused in the development of a strong relationship with companies, academia and professional bodies. As
one of the outcomes of these efforts SPE London-YP offered a free half day consultation to 20 YPs, usually priced at $10,000 on Career
Management. Provided by Penna - a market leading management consulting firm, the workshop provided an opportunity for the
attendees to perform self assessment exercises to evaluate their career path to date and to make strategic considerations to ensure that
they maintain the right progression towards their desired goals. Qualitative feedback from the event was strong, and hopefully this event
will form the start of a long-lasting partnership between SPE London-YP and Penna.

4. How is your YP committee involved with your section’s board? How do YP members
participate in section activities?
As active officer of the board the YP chair reports the activities during the monthly meeting. We have a close collaboration with
Student/Scholarship chair where we share information about the university student chapters and connection within the universities, at the
same time the board is direct sponsor of the Ambassador Lecture Programs held by the YP committee. The Board has sponsored few
events such as the one reported the event in the House of Commons. The board also sponsored the “SPE-London YP Panel Session”
entitled 'From Pores to Pipelines to Dollars' as an innovative format of encouraging YPs to present the results of their work, and engaging
senior professionals in the discussion, the event was attended by over 40 delegates and featured speakers from Schlumberger and BP.
We have been also granted full access to the YP section of the website sponsored by the Board. At the moment within the succession
plan one YP moves to the Board every year, we are in discussion to accelerate these transitions in 2011-2012.

5. Did your YP committee organize any student related activities?
Ex: Ambassador Lecture visits, Bridge Events or any other event organised for students to
introduce them to the industry and SPE. Yes
If yes, please list and briefly describe these.
SPE London-YP has a strong presence at Imperial College and London South Bank University. We hold a yearly Ambassador Lecture
Programme for these universities: the program reached over 100 students towards the end of 2010 from both institutions.
This year and as a first for SPE Lonndon-YP, we extended our traditional reach to the universities via the Ambassador Lecture
Programme to three new Universities: Salford, Manchester and Leeds (250 miles away) via a series of career presentations made by 6
industry professionals, providing lectures to over 150 students and direct coaching to some of them, additionally to enhance
relationships, the Student Chapter Chairs were formally invited to join the committee meetings in London. This was in addition to the
“Graduate Skills Event” and London universities “ALP”.
In 2010, SPE-London YPs hit the ground repeating the inaugural 2009 ‘Graduate Skills Event’. Aided by Schlumberger and Centrica,
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proactive steps to enhance how they market themselves for future graduate recruitment. The event involved presentations from
industry, a one-to-one CV Clinic, an Interactive Interview Workshop and a Live Mock Assessment Exercise.

What types of initiatives or activities were held to recruit and retain members?

In the past year (see Section 2), SPE London-YP membership grew by approximately one third between 2010 and the present. To
support this growth (and therefore also retain members), SPE London-YP has worked hard to provide a diverse spread of events on a
regular basis - social, technical, soft-skills and community based - all of which have been communicated not only via the 'subscription
paid' mailing list specific to London YPs, but also via social media (Twitter/Linkedin), by which any oil and gas professional can follow,
whether they are paid up subscribers to the SPE or not. It also allows those individuals who are perhaps not assigned to the London
Chapter but live in the UK to attend SPE London-YP events.
From feedback regarding specific events (e.g. the Geological Field Trip to the Peak District, UK - September 2010, or the CCS Event in
March 2011), SPE London-YP are aware that both forms of informal social media are excellent tools to attract non-SPE members to
events so as individuals sign up for events, they then tend to subscribe to the SPE to take advantage of discounted rates, or
membership only events that they wish to attend. SPE London-YP Officers in turn work continuously to promote events with their
7.
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area. and Exploration Society of Great Britain, Young Professionals Section (PESGB YP), SPE London-YP
held a unique event: a technical committee 'first' in the UK entitled: ‘Your career…in whose hands?’ at the UK Houses of Parliament in
London. The event encouraged young professionals to engage with senior UK politicians on issues concerning their future in the UK oil
and gas industry. With four panelists: minister and shadow minister of state for energy and climate change (Charles Hendry, MP and
Huw-Irranca Davies, MP; Head of Oil and Gas UK, Malcolm Webb and Scottish National Party MP, Mike Weir; moderated by the SPE
London and PESGB YP chairs. A 138-strong audience (85% YPs) plus executive presence from BP, Centrica and Nexen. SPE London
and PESGB Board members also attended the event. The panel discussion was followed by a short networking session with the MPs
and other delegates in the Parliament Grounds.
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8. Please describe the most significant challenge experienced by your YP committee in
the past year. How did you address it?
The main challenge was to increase organisational effectiveness, in the background of a growing committee, and stable officer 'activity' something had to be done to increase engagement. SPE London-YP streamlined processes regarding email and social media
management, spending less time and extending our communication reach. SPE London-YP commenced a new concept within regular
committee meetings to further engage the 17-strong committee via short workshops where the best ideas are put immediately into
practice; reporting lessons learnt from activities and encouraging more committee members to influence decision-making - empowering
them in the process.

9. In which ways do the YP members of your section stay involved in SPE International
activities? Ex: SPE Conferences, ATWs, YP Workshops, TWA, etc.
SPE London YPs have been proactive throughout the year in submitting articles on past YP events to SPE publications. Our most
recent article published in TWA was earlier this year Vol. 7 No.1. In particular our articles on the UK Parliament event with Energy and
Climate Change Members of Parliament generated significant interest, as well as the Carbon Capture and Storage event and
Geological Field Trip. We have a publication rate of 1.5 articles per month in the “SPE review”, including european issues. SPE-London
YP continues to engage with the Way Ahead magazine to promote it's events and collaboration activity.
At the same time we have participated to the YPCC committe our interest to collaborate during the ATCE . We would also like to see
transition of our members not only to the Board but to the YPCC and TWA.

10. Did your YP committee organize any community outreach activities? Yes
If yes, please describe the most successful one.
Yes, The general skills event is a one day workshop that targets students from the universities, we labeled it as communitiy outreach for
the purpose of this event, we only include students with no sponsorship or contract to any company, essentially no job, this students
have unsuccessfully market themselves to recruiting groups and companies, this may not be related at all to their lack or abilities or
potential. With the help of industry HR representatives and recruiters, we provide insight of the recruiting process through real-life
recruitment exercises, with the tools and skills necessary to reach a successful job, so they have the chance to identify and overcome
their gaps.
It is very difficult to quantify the success of the program, but we have seen how immediatly after the event at least 2 students are invited
the HR representatives or recruiters to interviews.

11. How does your YP committee collaborate with other YP committees?
The YP European Technical Series initiative has formed an excellent platform to share best practices with other YP committees. The
lessons learned and successes from the CCS event (section 2) have been shared with the other YP committees involved via regular
teleconferences organized by the London committee. This has helped YP committees from Oslo and Netherlands with some new ideas
as to how they can make their technical events scheduled for June and October equally as successful, as well as fertilise ideas for
2011/12 session. During 2010 the SPE YP London chair had the opportunity to share ideas and practices with both the YP and Board
chairs of the Colombian and Venezuelan sections and there is still a continuous communication, at the same time we have a temporary
member, former co-chair from the Australian YP committee. We also have a close relationship with professional bodies as PESGB,
sharing ideas and best practices.

If you have any questions about how to complete this form, please contact:
Melissa A. Schultea
Telephone: +44.207.299.3300
Email: mschultea@spe.org
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